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Abstract | It is possible to reconstruct near-complete, and possibly complete, genomes of the 
dominant members of microbial communities from DNA that is extracted directly from the 
environment. Genome sequences from environmental samples capture the aggregate 
characteristics of the strain population from which they were derived. Comparison of the 
sequence data within and among natural populations can reveal the evolutionary processes 
that lead to genome diversification and speciation. Community genomic datasets can also 
enable subsequent gene expression and proteomic studies to determine how resources are 
invested and functions are distributed among community members. Ultimately, genomics can 
reveal how individual species and strains contribute to the net activity of the community.

CLONE LIBRARY
A collection of targeted DNA 
sequences, such as the 
16S rRNA gene, most often 
derived from PCR amplification 
and subsequent cloning into a 
vector. Specifically, 16S rRNA 
gene clone libraries are often 
used in surveys of microbial 
diversity from environmental 
samples. 

Microbial genomics has, until recently, been confined 
to individual, isolated microbial strains. Genome 
sequence information for isolates from phylogeneti-
cally diverse lineages has had a marked impact on our 
understanding of microbial physiology, biochemis-
try, genetics, ecology and evolution. However, this 
approach is limited because we do not know how to 
cultivate most microorganisms1. Consequently, many 
questions about the roles of uncharacterized organisms 
in natural ecosystems remain.

Our ability to survey the resident microbiota in 
a given community has been greatly expanded by 
various cultivation-independent methodologies, 
which include 16S rRNA gene CLONE LIBRARY collections 
and group-specific fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH)2. Although the description and quantitation of 
the phylogenetic diversity of microbial communities is 
an important first step, linking these organisms to their 
ecological roles remains a significant challenge.

In the natural environment, individual organisms 
do not exist in isolation. Rather, microbial communi-
ties are dynamic CONSORTIA of microbial species popu-
lations. The understanding of consortia function will 
benefit from genomic information from all coexisting 

members. This cannot be adequately addressed by 
focused isolation and individual genome sequencing 
efforts, as isolates might not be representative of the 
full genetic and metabolic potential of their associ-
ated natural populations. Moreover, artificial cultiva-
tion conditions often do not replicate those found in 
nature. Therefore, there is a compelling impetus to 
move beyond the culture-centric realm of microbial 
sequencing and to begin focusing sequencing efforts 
on microbial communities en masse.

The analysis of genome sequence data that has 
been recovered directly from the environment is 
motivated by many objectives, which include the 
establishment of gene inventories and natural prod-
uct discovery3,4. This approach is often referred to 
as metagenomics, which is defined as the functional 
and sequence-based analysis of the collective micro-
bial genomes that are contained in an environmental 
sample3. Recent reviews have covered environmental 
and functional metagenomics3,5–8.

Here we centre our discussion on the opportu-
nities for analysis of ecological and evolutionary 
processes in natural microbial consortia using envi-
ronmentally-derived genome sequence data. We 
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CONSORTIUM 
Physical association between 
cells of two or more types 
of microorganism. Such 
an association might be 
advantageous to at least one 
of the microorganisms.

COVERAGE
The average number of times 
a nucleotide is represented 
by a high-quality base in the 
sequence data; full genome 
coverage is usually attained 
at 8–10X coverage.

focus on ‘community genomics’, which emphasizes 
the analysis of species populations and their interac-
tions, recognizing that both species composition and 
interactions change over time, and in response to envi-
ronmental stimuli. This requires that the system under 
investigation can be sampled repeatedly, and defined 
well enough to enable in situ ecological studies and the 
analysis of adaptive processes. Genomics can resolve 
the genetic and metabolic potential of communities 
and establish how functions are partitioned in and 
among populations, reveal how genetic diversity is cre-
ated and maintained, and identify the primary drivers 
of genome evolution and speciation.

We draw upon experiences from our ongoing 
analyses of an extreme acid mine drainage (AMD) 
ecosystem9,10 BOX 1. We discuss the challenges that 
are associated with the assembly of near-complete, 
and potentially complete, genomes of uncultivated 
organisms, the documentation of genomic heterogene-
ity in populations and the use of these data to enable 
comprehensive functional studies. 

Approaches to community genomics
Community genomics provides a platform to assess 
natural microbial phenomena that include biogeo-
chemical activities, population ecology, evolutionary 
processes such as lateral gene transfer (LGT) events, 
and microbial interactions. Only by placing these 
processes in their environmental context can we 
begin to understand complex community structure 
and functions, and the evolutionary constraints that 
define and sustain them.

Insights into the metabolic functions of uncultivated 
microorganisms have been facilitated by exploiting 
phylogenetic anchors that are contained in environ-
mental libraries BOX 2. For example, in large-insert 
environmental libraries, contiguous DNA that flanks 
taxonomic-specific markers such as 16S rRNA genes 
can provide a glimpse into the genetic potential of sam-
pled organisms11–15. Alternatively, random clones from 
shotgun libraries can be sequenced. In this review, we 
focus primarily on the shotgun sequencing method, 
which represents a relatively unbiased, non-directed 
approach to survey the structure and metabolic capacity 
of a community.

As a first step, consideration should be given to 
the community chosen for investigation. On the 
one hand, simple communities with low species 
diversity can be characterized thoroughly with mod-
est sequencing effort. On the other hand, complex 
communities are more representative of most natu-
ral microbial assemblages, but their characteriza-
tion presents myriad challenges that require special 
consideration. For example, it is necessary to address 
gaps in knowledge owing to incomplete sequence 
COVERAGE, and limitations that might arise owing to a 
lack of reproducibility that results from community 
heterogeneity.

Currently, both the cost of sequencing and the 
challenges that are associated with the management of 
vast datasets precludes comprehensive genomic stud-
ies of highly complex communities. Consequently, we 
favour an initial approach that is based on the analysis 
of simpler model communities. The technical and 

Box 1 | Acid mine drainage community genomics

A decade of research on the biogeochemistry78 and microbiology79 of the Richmond Mine at Iron Mountain, 
California, provided the important scientific foundation for the acid mine drainage (AMD) community genome 
sequencing project. Initial work determined the types of organism that were present and correlated community 
membership with geochemical conditions80. In 2002–2003, 76 Mb of environmental sequence data were obtained 
from a small-insert library from a single biofilm sample9. Using this data, it was possible to reconstruct the genomes 
of the dominant bacterium, Leptospirillum group II (10X coverage) and the dominant archaeon, Ferroplasma type II 
(10X coverage). Partial reconstruction was also possible for the bacterial genomes of Leptospirillum group III 
(3X coverage) and a Sulfobacillus species (0.5X coverage) that is closely related to Sulfobacillus thermosulfidooxidans. 
Archaeal genomes that were partially reconstructed include Ferroplasma acidarmanus Type I (very closely related 
to F. acidarmanus fer 1; 4X coverage) and ‘G-plasma’ (3X coverage) — a novel group within the Thermoplasmatales.

The sequencing allowed metabolic reconstructions of these organisms based on genome annotations and an 
analysis of functional partitioning among community members9. Importantly, it was revealed that a relatively minor 
community component, Leptospirillum group III, possessed the sole complement of nitrogen fixation (nif) genes. 
This subsequently led to the design of a selective isolation strategy to successfully cultivate this organism using 
genome sequence data43. Furthermore, carbon fixation pathways and gene products that are possibly involved in iron 
oxidation were revealed, which provided important insights into the intricate metabolism of these 
chemolithoautotrophic communities.

Genomic analyses also provided insights into population structure. These included evidence for genetic 
recombination among archaeal populations, which revealed a high degree of genome mosaicism in these species. 
Furthermore, comprehensive population genomic information has allowed analysis of factors that contribute to 
genomic heterogeneity within species populations and the ability to assess evidence of selection based on the analysis 
of nucleotide substitutions (E.E.A. et al., unpublished observations). Finally, the community genomic dataset has 
provided the foundation for performing environmental proteomic surveys from a natural biofilm sample10. These 
studies have revealed the complement of genes that are expressed in situ, and therefore go beyond inferences based on 
‘genome-annotation gazing’ to provide insights into how functions are distributed and which functions are 
important in natural microbial consortia.
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ABIOTIC 
The non-living physical and 
chemical attributes of a system, 
which include pH, temperature, 
pressure, osmotic strength, 
and chemical composition.

scientific lessons that have been gleaned from these 
studies can then be extended to more complex systems 
and their generality evaluated. 

System tractability. Extreme geological environ-
ments, such as acidic geothermal hotsprings, highly 
acidic, or hypersaline habitats, provide important 
geochemical and selective constraints on species 
diversity, which makes them ideal for high-resolution 
studies of microbial ecology and evolution. There 
are other system attributes that can enhance our 
ability to learn about the structure of communities 
and the degree to which they function as integrated 
synergistic assemblages. These include: first, self-
sustaining systems, in which all essential metabolic 
functions are carried out in situ and which therefore 
represent a complete ecosystem microcosm; second, 
systems that are characterized by strong and clearly 
defined geochemical–microbiological feedbacks, 
which enables analysis of the interplay between 
organism function and environmental conditions; 
third, systems that are characterized by systematic 
fluctuations in environmental conditions, and that 
can be sampled over space and time, to understand 
how the community-level metabolic networks change 
during colonization and as a function of community 
membership and geochemical conditions; fourth, 
systems that are defined by well-established species 
interactions, as expected in extreme environments 
and other specialized habitats, such as host–pathogen 
and host–symbiont relationships, in which organ-
isms have co-evolved over extended evolutionary 
time periods; and finally, systems that have sufficient 
biomass for post-genomic functional assays (such as 
proteomic surveys).

Sampling and defining the biogeochemical framework. 
To understand the ecology of a community, it is neces-
sary to describe the associations of organisms with each 
other and with their environment. Characterization of 
the ABIOTIC system attributes is important to understand 
the factors that control community membership. 
Spatial and temporal environmental heterogeneity is 
inextricably linked to successional changes in com-
munity composition and diversity16–18. Therefore, it is 
important to define physicochemical gradients such 
as pH, temperature, osmotic strength, mineralogy 
and nutrient levels, and to identify sources of energy, 
nutrient fluxes and feedbacks owing to microorgan-
ism–mineral interactions. For instance, geochemical 
patterns19 might indicate important metabolic func-
tions in the system. In combination with genomic infor-
mation, the assessment of environmental conditions 
that contribute to spatial or temporal heterogeneity in 
species composition might enable the identification of 
traits that are important to microbial adaptation in the 
community.

The biological attributes of the system are also an 
important consideration. For example, the presence of 
a microbial species might depend upon the presence 
(or absence) of another species. This might be due to 
a metabolic dependence and is often suggested to be 
a phenomenon that limits the success of cultivation 
endeavours20. The interdependence of community 
members might also take the form of thermodynamic 
control, such as that observed in microbial consortia 
that can couple methane oxidation to sulphate reduc-
tion21,22. Biotic features, such as grazing and phage 
predation, also impact community structure. Grazing 
pressure that is imposed by eukaryotic protozoa, such 
as flagellates and ciliates, is one example of a top–down 
control23–25. Perhaps more important, however, is the 
well-documented contribution of phage to microbial 
mortality. The efficacy of phage predation can have 
profound effects on the composition of microbial 
assemblages by controlling dominant groups26,27. 
Phage-induced cell lysis can also release cellular 
contents into the environment, thereby influencing 
microbial food-web dynamics and biogeochemical 
processes28. Furthermore, the capacity for phage-medi-
ated DNA transfer (transduction), or the direct release 
of free DNA during virus-induced host-cell lysis29, can 
contribute to the overall mobile gene pool in natural 
communities. Laterally transferred genes and genome 
fragments can alter the metabolic properties of the 
host30 and represent a primary driving factor that 
contributes to genomic heterogeneity, and therefore 
evolution, in natural species populations (REF. 31 and 
E.E.A. et al., unpublished observations).

Estimating the community sequencing endeavour. It is 
possible to predict the amount of sequencing that will 
be needed to analyse a given community based on the 
desired degree of coverage of genomes and the avail-
able information about species number, relative species 
abundance and genome sizes. An approximation of 
community diversity can be made through the analysis 

Box 2 | Environmental libraries 

The extraction of high quality DNA is central to the success of any sequencing 
project. In the case of environmental samples that contain a mixed consortia of 
organism types, the objective is to obtain a quantitatively accurate representation of 
all community members during extraction and subsequent construction of shotgun 
sequencing libraries. Realizing this importance, microbial ecologists have invested 
substantial effort in optimizing DNA extraction procedures for various 
environmental samples15,81.

The advantage of large-insert libraries (for example, ~40 kb for fosmids) is that 
they provide substantial contiguous genomic information that is representative of 
individual community members15,82,83. For community genome sequencing and 
assembly, paired-end sequences from large-insert libraries are particularly useful as 
they provide valuable linking information for orientation and scaffolding of 
assembled genome fragments. Furthermore, the complete sequences of large-insert 
clones can be used as reference sequences for the assembly and statistical analysis of 
environmental shotgun sequence data22.

Despite the obvious utility of large-insert libraries, certain environments present a 
considerable challenge to obtaining the high-molecular-weight DNA that is suitable 
for large-insert library construction. For example, small-insert shotgun libraries 
(3- to 4-kb insert size) might be the only viable option for the acid mine drainage 
(AMD) biofilm community from Iron Mountain, as the many steps that are required 
for DNA purification result in excessive DNA shearing. Nevertheless, small-insert 
DNA libraries alone have been used in environmental genomic studies with 
considerable success9,36.
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SYNTENY 
Refers to the presence of two 
or more genes on the same 
chromosome. However, the 
term is often used to refer 
to the shared colinearity in 
orthologous gene content and 
gene order between genomes.

SCAFFOLD 
A genome fragment 
constructed by the ordering and 
orienting of sets of unlinked 
contigs generated from raw 
shotgun sequence data by 
using additional information 
(such as paired-end sequence 
information or homology data) 
to determine proper contig 
linkage and placement along the 
chromosome. Scaffolds can be 
comprised of multiple contigs.

of 16S rRNA gene libraries, together with a quantita-
tive assessment of relative species richness (number 
of species) and evenness (relative abundance of each 
species) using FISH. However, diversity estimates are 
complicated by PCR bias, rrn (ribosomal RNA gene) 
copy number per genome, and the fact that libraries are 
rarely sequenced to completion. Genome sizes can be 
estimated from known sizes of related species, if avail-
able, or approximated using the average prokaryotic 
genome size (~3.16 Mb ± 1.79 Mb; calculated from 
215 prokaryotic genomes published in the Genomes 
Online Database at the time of writing; see the Online 
links box). Such estimates can prove imperfect, how-
ever, owing to marked variation in genome size in a 
microbial species32 and the fact that current genome 
databases are biased towards pathogens and symbionts, 
which often have reduced genomes. Correlations that 
have been drawn between the ecology of an organism 
and its genome size might provide a more refined 
estimate of genomic complexity for community 
members33.

To predict the amount of sequencing that will be 
required for community coverage, estimates of spe-
cies richness and the abundance of the dominant 
organism(s) can be used with statistical methods to 
describe the species abundance distribution34. If the 
abundance of a given organism is 1%, with a genome 
size of 3 Mb, then 2.4 Gb of sequence would be required 
to obtain 8X (near complete) genome coverage of that 
organism. A sequencing effort of this magnitude would 
vastly over-sample the genomes of more dominant 
community members. Therefore, directed strategies to 
target low abundance organisms may be advantageous 
(see below).

It is likely that sequencing projections will be impre-
cise. For example, although species abundance impacts 
on the relative proportion of DNAs that are present 
in sequencing libraries, cloning bias might skew spe-
cies representation. Furthermore, there might be 
multiple genome types per species. Therefore, predic-
tions should be refined after the assembly of an initial 
sequencing increment. One simple approach is to use 
the coverage statistics of the assembly based on a ver-
sion of the Lander–Waterman equation35 that is modi-
fied to take into consideration the relative abundance 
of species in the community. If the equation predicts 
fewer contigs than are observed, the representation of 
organisms in the library or effective genome sizes can 
be refined. The prediction should be performed itera-
tively as more sequence data is analysed. This approach 
was used to successfully predict the outcome of the 
community sequencing project undertaken by Tyson 
et al.9 Specifically, estimates based solely on community 
characterization by 16S rRNA gene library and quan-
titative FISH analyses, with an average genome size of 
~2 Mb, estimated that ~80 Mb of sequence would be 
sufficient to cover the five dominant genome types, 
with individual genome coverages ranging from 0.4 
to 30X. Analyses post-assembly of sequencing incre-
ments (2, 10, 15 and 25 Mb) revealed that cloning 
bias in sequencing libraries resulted in the significant 

overrepresentation of the Archaea, which prompted a 
reappraisal of actual genome coverages9. 

Community genomics. Perhaps the primary challenge 
of any community genomic study that aims to extract 
ecological insights is to correctly assign genome frag-
ments to organism types. In our experience, the weight 
of this requirement falls most heavily on genome 
assembly. Various genome assembly programmes 
are currently available (ARACHNE, CAP, CELERA, 
EULER, JAZZ, PHRAP and TIGR assemblers, to name 
but a few). However, the relative efficacy with which 
most of these programs handle mixed community 
DNAs has yet to be determined (JAZZ, PHRAP and 
CELERA have been used previously9,36).

Conventional shotgun sequencing of microbial iso-
lates is simplified by the fact that the sequenced clones 
are derived from organisms with a single genome 
type. In environmental samples, however, each clone 
represents a unique sequence that is probably derived 
from an individual in the community, and the genomes 
that are sampled come from a pool of both distinct and 
related genome types. This might pose challenges that 
currently available genome assembly programs are not 
designed to deal with. So far, studies have revealed that 
the genomes of different species have sufficient nucle-
otide-level sequence divergence (as well as changes 
in gene order) to prevent co-assembly9,36. Hurdles do 
arise, however, owing to genomic variation within 
species populations.

The resolution of strain-level differences is a fun-
damental goal of community genomic analysis (FIG. 1). 
Although many comparative genomic studies of strain 
variants indicate a highly conserved gene order37–39, 
extensive genome rearrangements in members of the 
same species40,41 will confuse genome assembly and 
can preclude the assembly of environmental shotgun 
sequence data22. In the AMD community, genome 
rearrangements that involve more than two genes were 
extremely rare in archaeal populations, and breakdown 
of conserved SYNTENY occurs primarily after species 
divergence (E.E.A. et al., unpublished observations). 
In regions where single-nucleotide polymorphisms are 
the predominant form of genomic heterogeneity, it is 
possible to define composite species genome sequences 
(that is, an aggregate sequence comprised of multiple 
strain sequence types). However, assembly is problem-
atic in regions where members of the strain population 
have different gene contents (FIG. 2).

It is important to develop mixed genome assembly 
methods to deal with differences in gene content and 
gene sequence, because these phenomena can artifi-
cially terminate SCAFFOLDS or separate sequencing reads 
into multiple scaffolds at regions of strain genome ‘con-
fusion’. This results in separate, but homologous, DNA 
fragments that can be mapped onto the composite spe-
cies genome dataset (FIG. 1). Other complications owing 
to strain assembly include inaccurate (over)estimation 
of genome sizes and artificial duplication of open read-
ing frames (ORFs) in community genome datasets. If 
assembly heuristics can overcome complications owing 
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Characterized by a lack of 
restriction in genetic exchange 
within the population; all 
individuals within the species 
population are potential 
recombination partners.

to strain-level heterogeneity, it is probable that com-
plete (closed) composite genomes can be reconstructed 
for uncultivated organisms.

Once large scaffolds are generated, they can be 
assigned to the correct organism (‘binned’) based on 
various parameters, which include: the phylogeny of 
conserved marker genes, such as the 16S rRNA gene, 
recA/radA, rpoB/C, Hsp60/70, EF-Tu, and aIF2β; % GC 
content; depth of sequence coverage (number of reads 
per unit length of DNA); codon usage; and di-, tri-, and 
tetra-nucleotide frequencies42. Moreover, the align-
ment of scaffolds with available sequenced genomes 
as a reference also provides a means to categorically 
assign assembled fragments. The effectiveness of these 
methods increases with increasing scaffold size.

For the AMD community, >95% of the individual 
genomes of all five dominant members were recon-
structed9. This allowed the inference of metabolic maps 
for these organisms and revealed species that might 
have key roles in community-essential tasks such as 
nitrogen fixation and biofilm polymer production. As 
only one organism, Leptospirillum group III, has genes 
that are required for nitrogen fixation, it was inferred 
that this relatively low abundance community member 
is a keystone species in the AMD system owing to a lack 
of a significant input of externally derived nitrogen9. 
The analysis of the functional partitioning of essential 
roles of community members has led to the successful 
isolation of this previously uncultivated organism43. 
These results highlight the utility of genomic infor-
mation for the design of cultivation strategies that 
are based on the presence, absence or distribution of 
metabolic capacities in a community.

The dissection of composite genomes provides 
a wealth of information about the degree of genetic 
variability that exists in a species population. In the 
AMD study, bacterial representatives of the genus 
Leptospirillum were essentially clonal. By contrast, the 
archaeal species populations showed significant strain 
heterogeneity, both at the level of sequence divergence 
and in terms of gene content. This variation often 
results from insertions of probable phage origin and 
transposable-element dynamics (E.E.A. et al., unpub-
lished observations). Some genome regions represent 
‘hot spots’, where genes have been gained and lost in 
coexisting species and strains (FIG. 2).

Multilocus sequence typing of environmental 
isolates has provided evidence for recombination 
in natural populations44,45. However, because these 
methods are based only on the subset of organisms 
that can be isolated, they cannot comprehensively 
evaluate the importance of recombination in natural 
environments. Comparison among DNA fragments 
for specific regions in the genomes of archaeal spe-
cies in the AMD system revealed a mosaic genome 
structure that is inferred to have arisen through 
homologous recombination between closely related 
strain variants. More recently, the PANMICTIC character 
of natural archaeal Halorubrum populations has also 
been reported45. The maintenance of populations with 
genomes that are combinatorial mosaics on the basis 
of subtly different sequence types might be a strategy 
for the fine-tuning of environmental adaptation, and 
might provide a cohesive mechanism that prevents 
species divergence. Loss of the ability of members of a 
population to undergo genetic exchange might initiate 
irreversible species divergence46 and has been proposed 
as a method for the definition of a species boundary9. 
Community genomics can provide the opportunity to 
assess the mechanisms that contribute to genomic het-
erogeneity in a species population, thereby allowing the 
evaluation of processes that can lead to speciation.

Assembly of environmental shotgun reads by 
mapping to the finished sequence of a related strain 
is a rapid and efficient means to reconstitute the envi-
ronmental genome type. Using the genome sequence 

Figure 1 | Resolving strain-level heterogeneity. Schematic depicting the forms of genomic 
heterogeneity that lead to separation of genomic regions during co-assembly of sequences from 
strain populations. a | Alignment of three composite genome fragments for the same genomic 
region. Two small scaffolds were separated during genome assembly because of sequence 
divergence (shown in grey) and differences in gene content (shown in red). Shading between 
sequences indicates sequences that are homologous. b | Single-nucleotide polymorphism 
patterns in environmentally-derived sequencing reads contribute to the composite sequence 
and reveal distinct variants, which are indicative of strain heterogeneity. c | Quantitation of the 
form and distribution of strain sequence types at each locus allows for the generation of a 
‘population genome map’. Some loci have a single sequence type (shown in blue) whereas 
other loci have multiple strain sequence types (shades of gray). The map also incorporates 
information about gene insertions (shown in red) and gene rearrangements (pink arrow). 
Compiling strain-variant sequence databases should enable analyses of molecular evolution to 
be carried out and detection of strain-level expression patterns through microarray analyses and 
proteomic surveys.
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of the archaeon Ferroplasma acidarmanus fer1, we 
have reconstructed >90% of the environmental 
strain composite genome (E.E.A. et al., unpublished 
observations). As more isolate genome sequences are 
completed, comparative genome assembly will find 
increased utility in community genomic ventures. 
Moreover, as the genome of one isolate incompletely 
defines the genomic potential of a species, it makes 
sense that future isolate genome sequencing efforts 
should be coupled to the sequencing of the associated 
environmental populations.

Genomics-enabled functional analyses
The recovery of genes and genomes from environ-
mental samples is the first step towards determining 
how organisms function in a consortium and the 
mechanisms by which community-essential tasks 
are partitioned among organisms. Genome sequence 
information can be used to design probes for gene 
expression profiling and to generate the databases 
that are required to identify proteins in proteomic 
surveys. This allows functional analyses to be carried 
out directly on natural samples from the field. In situ 
studies are an important goal if we are to understand 
regulatory networks, functional organization and com-
munity dynamics in their true ecological context (FIG. 3). 
Such studies would be further enhanced if changes in 
gene expression in response to perturbation could be 
monitored in situ.

Community microarray analysis. Applying com-
munity genomic data to DNA microarrays allows 
the analysis of global gene expression patterns and 
regulatory networks in a rapid, parallel format. Micro-
array technologies have been used to monitor gene 

expression47, assess functional gene diversity48, and to 
screen metagenomic libraries49 from environmental 
samples. Community microarray analyses can uncover 
apparent linkages between different genes and gene 
families and the distribution of metabolic functions in 
the community. However, as the utility of microarrays 
is markedly reliant on the identity between the probe 
sequence (derived from the community genome data-
set) and the environmentally-derived target (RNA or 
DNA), sequence divergence (or similarity) in the com-
munity might bias the interpretation of results. Similarly, 
if genomic heterogeneity in species populations is not 
assessed prior to array fabrication, this might prevent 
the detection of variant signals. If strain-resolved com-
munity genomic data can be obtained, microarrays that 
incorporate strain variants could be used to monitor 
population structure dynamics in the environment.

Community proteomics. Mass-spectroscopy-based 
proteomic methods are rapid and sensitive means to 
identify proteins in complex mixtures50. When applied 
to environmental samples, ‘shotgun’ proteomic analyses 
can produce surveys of prevalent protein species, which 
allows inferences of biological origin and metabolic 
function51,52. However, because peptides are assigned 
to proteins on the basis of similarity to database 
sequences, the environmental proteomic fingerprints 
are limited by the completeness of the database53.

In a study that highlighted the potential of inte-
grated environmental genomics and proteomics, Ram 
et al.10 characterized the protein complement of a 
natural AMD biofilm utilizing genome sequence data 
from a closely related community9. 17% of the proteins 
encoded by the genomes of the five dominant members 
were detected, which enabled evaluation of functional 

Figure 2 | Genomic heterogeneity in Ferroplasma species and strains. Comparison of a genomic region between 
Ferroplasma acidarmanus fer1 and two Ferroplasma Type II (fer2) strains, which shows an example of the distribution of 
heterogeneity at the species and strain level. Orthologues (grey, linked by purple shading) are shown with the corresponding 
% amino-acid identity. Some genes do not have orthologues in the most closely related species, but do have orthologues in 
other lineages, which might indicate species-specific gene loss at these loci (grey without purple shading). Other orthologues are 
specific to the genus Ferroplasma (blue). Differences in gene content in the fer2 variant result in assembly of a separate genomic 
fragment. The region shown contains numerous species-specific genes (yellow) and strain-specific genes (pink) and evidently 
represents a ‘hot spot’ for gene gain and loss. Strain-specific genes are of interest as they probably represent recently acquired 
genes, possibly associated with integrated elements such as phage. In this region, two phage integrases (green) and a gene 
rearrangement (orange) localize in the vicinity of the large fer2 insertion. Indel refers to insertions and deletions.
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partitioning. Furthermore, products were identified for 
48% of the genes from the dominant community mem-
ber, which allowed assessment of the relative metabolic 
activity of this organism on the basis of the functional 
classification of proteins. However, even if it were pos-
sible to detect all of the relatively abundant proteins 
in the community, biological insights are restricted 
because we do not know the function of a significant 
fraction (~31% of the detected proteins in the biofilm 
studied by Ram et al.10) Although the magnitude of 
this problem is immense, a solution must be found if 
we are to approach the desired level of understanding 
of microorganisms in their environments. Initiatives 
that are directed at improved genome annotation and 
experimental elucidation of hypothetical gene function 
hold promise in this regard54.

Strain heterogeneity. Strain heterogeneity complicates 
environmental proteomic analyses because a single 
amino-acid substitution is sufficient to prevent match-
ing of a peptide to a protein database entry if stringent 
identification criteria are used. This limits the utility of 
using community genomic data that have been derived 
from one sample for the proteomic analysis of other 
samples that differ in strain composition. For example, 
this might restrict the use of genome sequences from 
isolates for characterization of environmental samples. 
Integrated strain-resolved community genomic and 
proteomic approaches largely remedy this problem by 
providing a consistent database for protein identifica-
tion, and these approaches can begin to reveal how 
metabolic functions are distributed among community 
members in situ.

It is important to address the problem of strain 
heterogeneity to evaluate the roles of distinct protein 
variants or strain-specific laterally acquired genes, 
because these might be important in species adaptation 
and in the emergence of new species. Consequently, it 
is important to understand how these variants arise 
(for example, by mechanisms such as phage lysogeny, 
interspecific lateral-gene transfer or by mutation) and 
the factors that maintain heterogeneity in natural 
populations. Our preliminary analyses indicate that 
virtually all gene variants in one of the AMD archaeal 
species populations are under strong stabilizing selec-
tion. It has been inferred that the mosaic genome pool 
is subjected to selective sweeps that generally result 
in a limited number of gene variants at any one locus9 
(E.E.A. et al., unpublished observations). Therefore, it 
seems that modifications in protein sequence either 
become dominant or are removed (or reduced to low 
abundance) in the population, which implies that 
even subtle protein variants are under strong selective 
pressures. As selection acts to distinguish strain-level 
heterogeneity, an understanding of these communi-
ties requires documentation of activity at the strain 
(rather than species) level. Consequently, it is crucial 
that we develop methods to generate strain-variant 
databases to enable population genetic studies of 
selection and to enhance post-genomic functional 
analyses (FIG. 1).

Community genomics and complex systems
The extent of microbial diversity — while still a mat-
ter of debate55 — is undeniably immense. In complex 
systems, datasets with little or no sequence assembly 
can provide functional insights. Habitat-specific 
metabolic demands can be inferred on the basis of 
the identification of predominant gene families (func-
tional inventories). For example, Schmeisser et al.56 
surveyed the metagenome of a model drinking-water 
biofilm community by shallow sequencing of clones 
from a small-insert library and by analysing the 
protein-coding information. Tringe et al.57 analysed 
a soil environment and three deep-ocean whale skel-
etons to highlight metabolic ‘fingerprints’ that were 
specific to each environment. However, such finger-
printing is probably limited by our current inability 
to assign functional roles to a large fraction of the 
predicted proteins, many of which are lineage- and 
environment-specific.

In environmental shotgun sequencing projects, high 
abundance organisms will be greatly over-sampled to 
obtain adequate coverage of lower abundance organ-
ism types. For example, extensive shotgun sequencing 
of the Sargasso Sea36 produced ~1.36 Gb of sequence 
data, estimated to derive from >1,000 genomic species. 
Over 1.2 million gene products that were encoded both 
on assembled fragments and on individual reads pro-
vided information about function and also provided 
a basis for the estimation of diversity. Despite this 
massive effort, near-complete genome assembly was 
only possible for a few organisms, with the dominant 
organism sampled, Burkholderia spp., represented at 
~21X coverage.

If adequate funding, sequencing and data manage-
ment resources are available, it is conceivable to apply 
shotgun-sequencing community genomic approaches 
to complex natural systems such as soils, where 
estimates range from 103 to >104 species per g1,58, 
and to obtain significant genomic reconstructions. 
Furthermore, procedures to normalize DNA content 
in libraries might provide a way to obtain a more 
balanced genomic representation of the commu-
nity by removing over-sampled organisms prior to 
sequencing. Alternatively, ‘selective-isolation genome 
sequencing’ approaches that are aimed at targeted spe-
cies populations in a community can provide impor-
tant insights into the ecology and evolution of low 
abundance microorganisms. Such approaches involve 
the enrichment or isolation of target organisms from 
complex consortia prior to sequencing. Fluorescent 
tagging using specific molecular recognition probes 
(for example 16S rRNA genes) combined with flow-
cytometric separation and fluorescence-activated 
cell sorting can concentrate and isolate a target 
species from its associated assemblage59. Once col-
lected, total DNA can be recovered and sequenced 
to provide a genomic snapshot of a natural species 
population in a cultivation-independent manner. 
Selective-capture genome sequencing might also 
target individual microorganisms that have specific 
functional attributes, by the FISH-based labelling 
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of functional gene transcripts (mRNA FISH60 or 
RING-FISH61). Such analyses can be applied to 
microorganisms whose metabolism is beneficial in 
the bioremediation of environmental contamination, 
or to microorganisms with genes that contribute to 
major elemental cycling processes, such as denitrifica-
tion (napA or narG), oxidation of ammonia (amo), or 
C1 metabolism such as anaerobic methane oxidation 

(mcrA). Technologies that are capable of high-level, 
representational amplification of genomic DNA (for 
example, through strand displacement amplification 
using bacteriophage phi29 DNA polymerase62,63) 
can also be exploited to enable genomic analysis of 
minor community members for which source DNA 
is scarce.

Microbial ecology and evolution
It is difficult to determine how an organism’s behav-
iour is modified as the result of cooperative and com-
petitive interactions without the ability to survey the 
metabolic activity of all community members simul-
taneously. The formation of microbial consortia pre-
sumably results in an optimization that is not achieved 
through solitary existence, and might provide a high 
degree of plasticity to respond to environmental per-
turbation. It is now possible to design experiments that 
integrate genomics, gene expression and proteomics in 
an environmental context to determine how roles are 
distributed among different members of populations 
and communities. Using this approach, we might 
be able to resolve how an individual functions as a 
member of a community.

A related question is the degree to which inter-
organism communication influences microbial 
activity. Although signalling between some specific 
organism types is well characterized64, many ques-
tions about cooperative interspecies signalling and 
antagonistic interactions such as antibiotic produc-
tion, remain. The combination of metabolomics — the 
profiling of metabolites, including small molecules65 
— with analyses of gene expression and community 
membership might begin to unravel the nature of 
organism–organism interactions in communities.

Using community genomic tools, it is now possible 
to begin to determine the dynamic interplay between 
organisms and their environment, particularly for 
relatively simple systems. This may be achieved by 
correlating microbial activity with an environmental 
event, such as environmental acidification, thermal 
oscillation or anaerobicity, and by monitoring changes 
in metabolism and community membership that result 
from environmental change.

The relationship between area and species number, 
which is well-established in the ecology of plant and 
animal communities, also applies to microorgan-
isms16,66. Genomic sampling across environmental gra-
dients might reveal clues about the differences in fitness 
that account for this relationship. Studying genomic 
heterogeneity from the micrometer scale to the macro 
scale will show us how spatial diversity is generated and 
maintained in the natural environment. 

Comparative community genomic analysis in a spa-
tio-temporal context can paint a dynamic portrait of 
the forces that shape community diversity and stability. 
We are just beginning to learn about the degree of het-
erogeneity in gene content in natural populations, the 
rate of gain or loss of novel genes and the significance 
of these processes. Determination of the form, distri-
bution and tempo of genomic variation in populations 

Figure 3 | Integrating community genomics and functional assays in situ. This schematic 
illustrates the genetic potential of four populations that comprise a simple community. A 
snapshot of gene expression in situ as revealed by community genome-enabled proteomic 
analysis is shown. The genome of each organism is shown as a ring comprised of open 
reading frames (ORFs), which are represented as coloured spheres. The colour of each sphere 
indicates the level of gene expression (for example, red represents a high level of gene 
expression).The ring structure represents population structure — a single ring indicates a clonal 
species population and a double ring indicates a species with two dominant clonal variants. 
Rings with 1–3 variants per ORF indicate a mosaic genome structure — combinatorial variants 
formed by intra-species recombination — which seems to be typical of some archaeal 
populations9,45. These integrated approaches can begin to address strain-level gene expression 
patterns and to reveal how functions are distributed among community members. Included is 
the pyrite dissolution reaction that defines the interplay between metabolism, minerals and 
solution chemistry. The goal of community genomic research is to render this cartoon into a 
real model that addresses the main physical, chemical and biological parameters that define 
the ecosystem and its dynamics.
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might point to processes that lead to diversification 
and speciation. For example, metabolic functions that 
contribute to or deter genetic-exchange mechanisms, 
such as recombination, may be particularly important 
in microbial diversification. Genomic and proteomic 
analyses may be able to document the presence and 
activity of such functions, including mismatch repair46 
or restriction-modification67 systems, which have been 
shown to influence homologous recombination and, 
possibly, speciation.

An important question is what fraction of genetic 
variability is due to drift and what fraction is due to 
selection? Modelling the ratio of non-synonymous 
to synonymous changes (Ka/Ks) for all genes in and 
among species populations is one route to answer-
ing this question68,69. Moreover, a host of molecular 
evolutionary analyses based on comparative sequence 
analysis can be applied to such datasets70.

Comparative genomics of coexisting, closely 
related organisms will enable identification of genes 
that were acquired after speciation or strain diver-
gence, and might enable identification of the sources 
of these genes. The importance of phage as sources of 
novel genes that differentiate species and strains has 
been documented previously40,71 and the significance 
of phage in microbial diversification and evolution 
has been suggested31,72. It should be possible to quan-
tify the number of genes that have been derived from 
lateral transfer that contribute to population genomic 
heterogeneity and to evaluate the distribution and 

persistence of these genes over time. These data will 
be more informative when interpreted in conjunction 
with complementary community genomic analyses, 
such as description of the associated phage popu-
lations from the same systems. Proteomic analyses 
can further clarify the extent to which genes of puta-
tive phage origin are expressed, thereby delineating 
the relative significance of phage conversion to the 
organism.

To arrive at an integrated view of microbial ecol-
ogy and evolution, genomic studies must be comple-
mented with field-level observations. For example, 
biogeophysical methods can be used to analyse 
microenvironmental geometry (such as pore space), 
physical connectivity and transport processes73. This 
may be augmented by methods to analyse substrate 
utilization in the environment, such as stable isotope 
probing74–76 or FISH-based microautoradiographic 
assays77. High-resolution geochemical measurements 
can reveal microbial activity levels and define spa-
tial heterogeneity. Geochemical measurements can 
also provide critical time constraints for geological 
systems. This might allow the estimation of absolute 
rates of evolution by enabling correlation between 
environmental and genome change.

To this end, community genomics will undoubtedly 
establish itself as an integral component of ecological 
and evolutionary studies as we strive to enrich our 
understanding of the microbial processes that sustain 
our biosphere.
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